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Denting Painting
Full Service
Car Polishing 
Interior Cleaning
Body Shop work
A/c Service
Electrical work E.T.C.
Brake Service/Overhaul
Diagnostic Scanning
Engine Oil Changing
General Checkup
Schedule Maintenance Service
Wheel Alignment
Wheel Balancing
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                  Hey! Car Owners

                  Welcome to MeriCar

                  Launched in 2008, MeriCAR is India's FIRST comprehensive platform for car services and repairs, providing a seamless experience for vehicle owners. With a wide range of services and skilled technicians, MeriCAR ensures efficient and reliable solutions for all automotive needs.
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                Fully verified workshops

                Embrace peace of mind with fully verified car workshops, where trust and quality drive your journey.
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                Expert Mechanics

                Where precision meets passion, turning wrenches into symphonies of automotive mastery.
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                Best Services

                Unlocking the road to excellence, we deliver unparalleled car services that drive your satisfaction to new heights.
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                Cost effective repairs

                Providing cost-effective car repairs that keep your wheels running smoothly without breaking the bank.
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                Doorstep services

                Convenience meets expertise as we bring the garage to your doorstep, delivering hassle-free car repairs with a smile.

              

            

            
          

        

      

    

  

  
    
      
        
          
            Our Services

          

        

        
          
            Service Catgories

            	FULL ENGINE SERVICING
	OIL & FILTER CHANGE
	TIRE ROTATION
	WHEEL ALIGNMENT
	WIPER BLADES REPLACEMENT
	BRAKE FLUID EXCHANGE
	SPARK PLUG REPLACEMENT
	AC SERVICE & REPAIRS
	DENTING & PENTING
	CAR SPA & CLEANING
	PERIODIC SERVICES
	CLUTCH & BODY PARTS
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                  FULL ENGINE SERVICING

                  Revitalize your engine's power with full servicing excellence.
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                  PERIODIC SERVICES

                  Keep your car purring with periodic service excellence.
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                  DENTING & PENTING

                  Transforming dents into perfection, one car at a time.
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                  AC SERVICE & REPAIRS

                  Revive your ride's coolness with flawless AC service.

                

              

            

          

        

      

    

  

  
    
      
        
          
            
              
                FREQUENTLY
ASKED
QUESTION'S

                We help people find the perfect garage for their perfect vehicle.

              

            

            
          

        

        
          
            
                
                    How does Meri Car find the nearest garage for vehicle servicing?
                    
                        
                    
                

                
                    
                        Meri Car utilizes advanced location-based technology to identify the nearest garages to your location. We have a comprehensive database of registered garages across various areas, allowing us to match your location with the closest options available.

                    

                

            
            
                
                    What criteria does Meri Car use to recognize a garage for its service leads?
                    
                        
                    
                

                
                    
                        Meri Car maintains a rigorous selection process to recognize garages for our service leads. We evaluate garages based on factors such as their reputation, expertise, certifications, customer reviews, and overall service quality. Only garages that meet our high standards are included in our recognized network.

                    

                

            
            
                
                    Can I trust the garages recommended by Meri Car for vehicle servicing?
                    
                        
                    
                

                
                    
                        Absolutely! At Meri Car, we prioritize customer satisfaction and ensure that the garages in our network are reliable and trustworthy. We thoroughly vet each garage before including them in our recommendations. Additionally, we encourage customers to provide feedback and reviews about their experiences, which helps us maintain the quality and accountability of our recommended garages.

                    

                

            
            
                
                    How does Meri Car ensure the quality of service provided by the recommended garages?
                    
                        
                    
                

                
                    
                        Meri Car maintains an ongoing relationship with the garages in our network to ensure the delivery of high-quality service. We regularly monitor customer feedback and conduct performance evaluations to assess the quality of service provided by each garage. Any concerns or issues reported by customers are addressed promptly to maintain the standard of service.

                    

                

            
        

        

      

    

  

  
    
      
        
          
            FIND GARAGES BY LOCATION
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              A Few Facts About Us ...

            

            
              
                
                  
                    1st

                    Brand In India (2008)

                  

                

                
                  
                    500

                    + Garages

                  

                

              

            

            
              
                
                  
                    10000

                    + Daily Visitors

                  

                
 
                
                  
                    30

                    + Cities
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